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Abstract. Recommender system is an effective tool to find the most relevant information for online users.
By analyzing the historical selection records of users, recommender system predicts the most likely future
links in the user-item network and accordingly constructs a personalized recommendation list for each
user. So far, the recommendation process is mostly investigated in static user-item networks. In this paper,
we propose a model which allows us to examine the performance of the state-of-the-art recommendation
algorithms in evolving networks. We find that the recommendation accuracy in general decreases with time
if the evolution of the online network fully depends on the recommendation. Interestingly, some randomness
in users’ choice can significantly improve the long-term accuracy of the recommendation algorithm. When a
hybrid recommendation algorithm is applied, we find that the optimal parameter gradually shifts towards
the diversity-favoring recommendation algorithm, indicating that recommendation diversity is essential
to keep a high long-term recommendation accuracy. Finally, we confirm our conclusions by studying the
recommendation on networks with the real evolution data.

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid expansion of the Internet, there are a
huge amount of online resources nowadays [1]. Therefore,
online users need to process much more information be-
fore they can reach what they really want. With great
brilliance, various kinds of information filtering tools were
investigated to address this information overload prob-
lem [2,3]. In particular, the recommender system is a
promising way which provides users with personalized sug-
gestions of the most relevant items by analyzing users’
activity records and available personal profiles [4]. This
technology has been widely applied in many fields, such
as search engine, e-commerce systems, mobile Internet and
so on.

In recent years, a variety of recommendation algo-
rithms have been proposed. For example, one of the
most successful methods is the collaborative filtering
(CF) with user-based and item-based versions [5–7]. The
matrix factorization algorithms have also been widely
investigated [8,9]. The recommender system attracts at-
tention from physicists as well. They study the recom-
mendation process based on the user-item bipartite graph,
and develop several efficient algorithms by employing
some well-known physical processes such as mass diffusion
(MD) [10] and heat conduction (HC) [11]. A remarkable
finding is that the hybridization of MD and HC can solve
the diversity-accuracy dilemma in recommendation [12].

a e-mail: an.zeng@unifr.ch

These methods lead to many extensions, such as the
preferential diffusion [13], the similarity-preferential dif-
fusion [14], and network manipulation [15]. In addition,
the long-term influence of recommendation on global
diversification has been studied lately [16,17].

However, the existing works only focus on the perfor-
mance of the recommendation algorithms in a single round
of recommendation [18]. This actually only reflects the
short-term recommendation accuracy of the algorithm.
As the online networks are evolving all the time [19–22],
one has to investigate the long-term accuracy of the al-
gorithms, i.e. what is the recommendation accuracy af-
ter the recommendation algorithm guides the evolution
of the online network for a long time. This is not a triv-
ial problem because maximizing the short-term accuracy
cannot guarantee high long-term accuracy. It has already
been pointed out that many recommendation algorithms
with high short-term accuracy tend to recommend most
popular items [16,17]. If the online network evolves with
such recommendation algorithms, gradually only a small
number of most popular items will attract most of the
links. The recommendation accuracy would be seriously
lowered under this network structure. However, which al-
gorithms will lead to this effect and how strong this ef-
fect is on recommendation accuracy still remain unclear.
Therefore, it is necessary to explore the performance of
recommendation algorithms in the evolving networks.

In this paper, we introduce a model to examine the
long-term performance of the state-of-the-art recommen-
dation algorithms in evolving networks. In particular,
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we couple the evolution of the online network with the rec-
ommender systems by assuming that users accept the rec-
ommendation generated by the algorithms. We find that
the recommendation accuracy in general decreases with
time if the evolution of the online network fully depends
on the recommendation. Moreover, when a hybrid recom-
mendation algorithm is applied, we find that the optimal
parameter gradually shift towards the diversity-favoring
recommendation algorithm, indicating that recommenda-
tion diversity is essential to keep a high long-term rec-
ommendation accuracy. Finally, we study the recommen-
dation on networks from real evolution data and observe
similar results.

2 Recommendation algorithms

We first introduce five simple and representative recom-
mendation algorithms that we will consider in this paper.
They are user-based collaborative filtering (UCF), item-
based collaborative filtering (ICF), mass diffusion (MD),
heat conduction (HC) and the hybridization of these two
algorithms (Hybrid). In general, all these methods are per-
sonalized and uncover users potential interests based on
their individual historical actions.

A recommender system can be represented as a bipar-
tite network G ≡ (U, O, E), where U = {u1, u2, . . . , um},
O = {o1, o2, . . . , on} and E = {e1, e2, . . . , ek} are the sets
of users, items and edges, respectively. The bipartite net-
work is presented by an adjacency matrix A, where the el-
ement aiα = 1 if user i has collected item α, and otherwise
aiα = 0 (throughout this paper we use Greek and Latin
letters, respectively, for item- and user-related indices).

Collaborative filtering is one of the most famous
recommendation methods. It consists of user-based col-
laborative filtering version and item-based collaborating
filtering version [23,24]. The user for whom the recom-
mendation is done is called target user. In UCF, the rec-
ommendation scores of uncollected items for target user i
is calculated through his/her similarity to the users who
have collected the same item with i. The final recommen-
dation score for each item α to user i can be computed as:

Piα =
m∑

j=1

s (i, j)aiα (1)

where s (i, j) denotes the similarity between user i and j.
The measure of similarity is subject to definition. Here we
use the Slaton index measure in the bipartite network [25].
Denote Γ (i) as the neighbor set of user i and ki as the
degree of user i, the similarity between node i and j can
be expressed as:

s (i, j) =
|Γ (i) ∩ Γ (j)|√

kikj

. (2)

The resulting recommendation list of uncollected items
for the target user i is then sorted according to Piα in
descending order. In ICF, the recommendation score of an

item α for the target user i is calculated by its similarity
to the collected items of i, i.e.,

Piα =
n∑

β=1

s (α, β) aiβ . (3)

Like UCF, the similarities between items are again com-
puted with the Slaton index [25].

Unlike the collaborative filtering algorithm, the
diffusion-based methods work on the bipartite network
through the transformation of resources. For a target
user i, the diffusion process starts by assigning one unit
of resource to each item collected by user i, then redis-
tributes the resource through the user-item bipartite net-
work. The final resource of item α received from the user i
can be calculated as:

Piα =
n∑

β=1

wαβaiβ (4)

where wαβ is the element of the diffusion matrix W . By
denoting kβ =

∑N
l=1 alβ and kj =

∑M
α=1 ajα as the degree

of item β and user j respectively, the diffusion matrix can
be written as:

Wαβ =
1

k1−λ
α kλ

β

N∑

j=1

ajαajβ

kj
(5)

where the parameter λ adjusts the relative weight between
the MD and HC, and it decreases from 0 to 1. λ = 0 gives
us the pure HC algorithm [11], and λ = 1 gives us the pure
MD algorithm [10]. The resulting recommendation list of
uncollected items is stored according to Piα in descending
order. Such hybrid algorithm can generate both accurate
and diverse recommendation, especially when λ is tuned
to the optimal value [12].

3 Methods

3.1 Real data

In this paper, we consider three real data sets, i.e. Movie-
Lens, Netflix and Delicious. Among these three data sets,
MovieLens and Netflix are similar. Both of them are users’
ratings on movies and the rating scales are from one (i.e.
worst) to five (i.e. best). These two data sets are relatively
dense. The main difference between MovieLens and Netflix
is that MovieLens data is collected by a research project
while Netflix data is collected from a real online commer-
cial website. Unlike MovieLens and Netflix, Delicious is
a data set about users collection of web bookmark. This
data is unweighted and much sparser than MovieLens and
Netflix. If a user has collected a bookmark on this website,
a link is constructed from this user and the bookmark.

As we aim to investigate the recommendation perfor-
mance when the evolution of the bipartite networks is
guided by the recommendation algorithms, we eliminate
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Table 1. The description of the data. the sparsity is
links

users·items
.

Data set Users Items Links Sparsity

MovieLens 943 1682 82 520 5.20 × 10−2

Netflix 2294 1861 71 074 1.70 × 10−2

Delicious 4733 3058 41 924 2.90 × 10−3

all the negative ratings and use only the recommendation
algorithms for unweighted networks for simplicity. Here
we only consider all ratings higher than 2 as links. After
coarse gaining from the original MovieLens data, which
contains 105 ratings, the rest data has 82 520 links in to-
tal. In the same way, the subset of Netflix consists of 2294
users and 1861 items, and this set contains 71 074 links. Fi-
nally, after randomly selecting 5000 users and 5000 book-
marks, there are finally 4733 non-isolated users and 3058
non-isolated items with 41 924 links in total. In addition,
we have checked that in MovieLens there are only 17%
negative ratings and in Netflix there are only 15% nega-
tive ratings. Therefore, the main information is contained
in the positive ratings. The basic statistics of these data
sets are reported in Table 1.

3.2 Network evolution model

In order to study the long-term performance of the recom-
mendation algorithms, we consider a model in which the
evolution of online networks is driven by recommenda-
tion algorithms (RA). In the model, we assume that users
would accept the recommendations by randomly selecting
one of L highest ranked uncollected items from the rec-
ommendation list, resulting in adding new links between
users and items in the bipartite network. For compari-
son, we also consider the case where the evolution of the
network is driven by preferential attachment (PA).

In practice, the real network is divided into a train-
ing set ET and a probe set EP . At each step, a random
user is selected as the active user, and the recommenda-
tion scores of all items for him/her are then evaluated for
based on the training set ET . In one macro-step of our
simulation, we randomly choose 10% of users to be active.
We assume each active user would accept the recommen-
dations by randomly selecting one of L uncollected item
with the highest score, i.e. we add a link between the ac-
tive user and this item in the training set. After this, a
new training set will be obtained ET

n . The next macro-
step of network evolution will be based on ET

n . In each
macro-step, the probe set EP will be used to examine
the recommendation accuracy of this macro-step (see de-
scription below). Note that, when the network evolution is
driven by PA, ET

n is obtained by assuming at each macro-
step the active users will randomly select an item with the
probability proportional to its degree. The recommenda-
tion algorithm in this case will only be used to measure
the recommendation accuracy with ET

n and EP at each
macro-step.
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Fig. 1. The evolution of the precision. The real data is divided
into 90% ET and 10% EP data which are respectively used as
the initial configuration for evolution and for measuring the
recommendation accuracy.

3.3 Recommendation performance

Recommendation accuracy is the most important aspect
in evaluating the recommendation performance. In real
systems, users usually consider only the top part of the
recommendation list and they rarely go far down the list.
Thus, we adopt the accuracy measure called precision . For
a target user i, the recommendation list is first generated
by running recommendation algorithms on ET

n and the
precision of the recommendation is defined as:

Pi(L) =
di(L)

L
(6)

where di(L) represents the number of i’s probe set items
in the top-L places in the recommendation list (we set
L = 20). By averaging Pi(L) for all the users, we obtain
the precision P (L) for the whole system.

4 Results

4.1 The evolution of recommendation accuracy

Our analysis focuses on the dependence of recommenda-
tion accuracy on macro-steps. We first consider the mass
diffusion, user-based and item-based collaborative filter-
ing algorithms. The results are shown in Figure 1. When
the network evolution is driven by RA (i.e. users create
new links only by selecting items from their recommen-
dation lists), the precision of all three recommendation
algorithms tend to decrease. This indicates that if users
only rely on recommendation algorithms, in the long term
they will find more and more irrelevant items in the rec-
ommendation lists. The quantitative results are reported
in Table 2. For comparison, we also report the precision of
these three recommendation algorithms when the network
evolution is driven only by PA (i.e. users choose items with
the probability proportional to items’ degree). As shown
in Figure 1, the decay of precision in this case is much
slower than that in the recommendation-driven evolution.

Generally, recommender systems only show users a list
of most relevant items. In real online systems, the length
of recommendation list is usually rather short, roughly
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Table 2. The comparison of the short-term precision and long-term precision . MS@T denotes the T th macro-step. For the
Hybrid method, λ is set as the optimal value at T = 0. For Hybrid∗ method, λ is the optimal value at each macro-step (λ∗).
The results are obtained by averaging 100 independent realizations. The standard deviation is not shown because it is very
small (i.e. around 10−4).

MovieLens
MS@T UCF ICF Mass Heat Hybrid Hybrid∗

MS@0 0.096 0.104 0.103 0.007 0.122 0.122
MS@9 0.065 0.074 0.072 0.004 0.087 0.090

Netflix
MS@T UCF ICF Mass Heat Hybrid Hybrid∗

MS@0 0.060 0.062 0.062 0.001 0.0690 0.0690
MS@9 0.044 0.043 0.046 0.004 0.0473 0.0478

Delicious
MS@T UCF ICF Mass Heat Hybrid Hybrid∗

MS@0 0.021 0.018 0.020 0.000 0.0211 0.0211
MS@9 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.000 0.0138 0.0140

around 20. In usual online systems such as Netflix, Ama-
zon and Delicious, there are thousands of movies, millions
of products and billions of web pages. Presenting only top
most highly ranked items to users will remove the atten-
tion to other more than 99% items. If the recommendation
algorithms tend to give popular items with high score (like
MD, UCF), then these top-20 items will be mostly pop-
ular items. This is not a serious problem for one round
of recommendation. However, if this recursively happens
(i.e. each time users only select the most popular items as
they can only see these popular items in their top-20 lists),
the whole market will be dominated by a very small num-
ber of items. In network language, it is a small number of
items attracting all the links from users. Once this struc-
ture is formed, recommendation algorithms can no longer
find any relevant unselected items for users, causing very
low recommendation accuracy.

The network evolution based on preferential attach-
ment, on the other hand, is much less harmful. It assumes
that users select items with the probability proportional
to items’ cumulative degree. Even though the preferential
attachment is biased to the large degree items, the small
degree items will not be completely ignored. In the long-
term evolution, there will be some hubs in the network,
but other items will still have some links connecting to
them. Thanks to these a few connections, the small de-
gree items will still be recommended (i.e. appear in users’
recommendation list) since they can be reached by the
diffusion when the diffusion-based recommendation algo-
rithms are used, and they can have nonzero similarity to
other items when similarity-based recommendation algo-
rithms are used. Therefore, the long term recommendation
accuracy is higher when the network evolution is guided
by preferential attachment than recommendation.

Preferential attachment totally ignores the network
structure and the user interests that the structure cap-
tures. This for sure will reflect in the single-round recom-
mendation accuracy (i.e. the recommendation accuracy is
lower when preferential attachment is used to generate
the recommendation list rather than the recommendation
algorithms). However, this drawback is secondary when
the user-item network is evolving. The unhealthy item

degree distribution that dominated by a small number of
items will ruin the recommendation accuracy more seri-
ously. Taken together, the long term diversification of the
item degree distribution is the key to keep high recom-
mendation performance in the long term. That is to say,
users should not only select items from the recommenda-
tion lists, but also have some probability to select small
degree items outside the recommendation lists. This ran-
domness in item selection will lead to healthier item degree
distribution for the long-term future recommendation.

The reinforcing effect of the recommender systems
shown in Figure 1 exhibits how the system will be like
in the long term if users overly rely on the recommenda-
tion. This effect has to be confirmed empirically. In prin-
ciple, one can roughly check the evolution of the recom-
mendation accuracy in real data by counting the fraction
of disliked links. However, as the number of disliked links
is strongly affected by many factors, such as the number
of users following recommendation and the quality of the
new movies, a more direct empirical measure remains to
be designed.

4.2 The effect of recommendation list length

Given a recommendation algorithm, one effective way to
increases users’ selection diversity is to increase the rec-
ommendation list length. In this way, users will have
more items to choose. However, if the recommendation
list length is set to be too long, many irrelevant items will
be included in the recommendation lists, which decreases
users’ satisfaction. In Figure 2, we investigate the effect
of recommendation list length on the long-term recom-
mendation accuracy. As expected, the recommendation
accuracy indeed increases with the recommendation list
length at the beginning. However, after a certain value,
further increasing the list length would only decrease the
recommendation accuracy. This is because many users
are guided to select some irrelevant items from the rec-
ommendation lists, making the resultant network contain
less valuable information about users’ real interest. More-
over, we observe that the optimal length increases with
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Fig. 2. The long term precision with different recommenda-
tion list lengths. MS@T denotes the T th macro-step. The in-
set shows the correlation between the recommendation list and
precision at T = 0. The recommendation algorithm is MD and
the initial network is MovieLens.
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Fig. 3. The evolution of the precision when the Hybrid method
is used. The upper subplots are the correlation between λ and
precision at macro-step = 0, and the bottom subplots are the
evolution of the λ∗.

macro-steps. This indicates that in order to keep high rec-
ommendation accuracy in longer future, more diverse user
selections are needed.

4.3 The evolution of hybrid recommendations

We further study the long-term performance of the well-
known hybrid method in reference [12]. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, the hybridization of MD and HC can achieve higher
recommendation accuracy than either individual method.
In particular, when tuning the hybrid parameter λ, the
precision can reach an optimal value. Here, we focus on
how the optimal λ∗ changes with macro-steps. In Fig-
ures 3d−3f, one can see that the λ∗ generally decreases
with macro-steps, indicating that more weight should be

λ*

Fig. 4. The evolution of λ∗ estimated with the real network
evolution data.

given to the heat conduction algorithm. This is natural
as the heat conduction algorithm is specialized in recom-
mending niche but relevant items to users. This result con-
firms again that recommendation diversity is essential to
keep a high long-term recommendation accuracy. In Ta-
ble 2, we compare the precision of the hybrid method
with a fixed λ∗ (obtained by maximizing precision at
macro − step = 0) and the hybrid method with a dy-
namical λ∗ (obtained by maximizing precision at each
macro-step). The precision of the hybrid method with a
dynamical λ∗ is slightly higher.

We finally investigate the evolution of λ∗ with the real
network evolution data. Here, we use three real network
data sets: MovieLens, Netflix and Delicious. In all these
three online web sites, recommender systems are imple-
mented either directly or indirectly. Therefore, the real
evolution of these three user-item networks can be as-
sumed to be somehow influenced by recommendations. To
see how λ∗ changes with time in these three real networks,
we divide the data set according to the real time stamps
on links. The time stamps are first normalized in a way
that the maximum time stamp is equal to 1. Given a test-
ing time t (t < 1), all the links created earlier than t are
placed in the training set and 10% of the links created
later than t are assigned to the probe set. By increasing t,
we can examine the optimal λ∗ at different real evolution
time. The results on three real networks are presented in
Figure 4. Interestingly, consistent with the results in the
network evolution model, λ∗ also tend to decrease with t in
real data. This indicates that the hybrid method indeed
needs to shift to the diversity-favoring recommendation
algorithm for long-term accuracy.

Even though the general downwards trend of λ∗ is con-
sistent in Figures 3 and 4, there is some magnitude dif-
ference for the same data set in these two figures. There
are actually many factors causing this phenomenon. The
main possible factor is that the way users select items
is different in the artificial model and real data. In Fig-
ure 3, we assume that all the users select the items from
the recommendation list. While in Figure 4, the users se-
lect items according to the real data. This means that in
Figure 4 the users are not for sure selecting the relevant
items according to what the recommendation algorithms
show to them in Figure 3. In real data, users may discover
new items (items with zero similarity to what the users
selected before or items with zero degree). If this happens
often, the difference between simulation and real data will
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be big. The opposite magnitude in Figures 3 and 4 im-
plies that the fraction of users following recommendation
is very different. Netflix is a web site relying significantly
on recommendation, so more users follow recommendation
on Netflix. Therefore, the decreasing magnitude of λ∗ is
large in real Netflix data. The Delicious web site, how-
ever, is influenced less by recommendation, so fewer users
follow recommendation on Delicious, resulting in smaller
decreasing magnitude of λ∗ in real Delicious data.

5 Conclusions and discussions

Recommender systems are widely developed to effectively
support users’ decision-making process in the online sys-
tems. Though many recommendation algorithms have
been proposed in the literature, the performance of these
algorithms in evolving networks still remains unclear. In
this paper, we develop a model to study the performance
of state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms in evolving
networks. We find that even though the recommendation
algorithms are very effective in helping users to find the
relevant items in the short term, its prediction accuracy
keeps decreasing in the long term if the evolution of the
online network fully depends on recommendation. Inter-
estingly, some randomness in users’ choices can signifi-
cantly improve the long-term accuracy of the recommen-
dation algorithm. We apply the hybrid recommendation
algorithm in the evolving network and optimize its param-
eter in each time step. We find that the optimal parameter
gradually shift towards the diversity-favoring recommen-
dation algorithm, indicating that recommendation diver-
sity is essential to keep a high long-term recommendation
accuracy. We finally confirm this phenomenon by study-
ing the recommendation on networks from real evolution
data.

The model developed in this paper, though simple,
captures several theoretically important features of rec-
ommendation in evolving networks, such as the reinforc-
ing effect and the nonlinear effect of the parameters. There
are a number of interesting extensions that could be done
in the near future. For instance, in reality only some
users would follow recommendation while the rest of them
choose items on their own. One can use a parameter p
to control the fraction of users following recommendation
and study the influence of p on the long-term recommen-
dation performance. Nevertheless, it is very hard to model
users’ behavior when they are not guided by recommen-
dation as users’ behavior is determined by many factors
such as age, gender, job, location, etc. A more realistic
model for the evolution of online systems remains to be
designed. Moreover, the item acceptance by users could be
modeled in a more realistic way. For example, the concept
drift effect [19] could be taken into account. In addition,
the effect of negative ratings on the recommendation re-
sults [26] could be an important role during the evolution.
Therefore, how to incorporating these realistic factors in
the evolution model will be our research focus in the near
future.

Finally, the evolution of the user-item bipartite net-
work has been shown to be strongly influenced by users’
social network. Especially, the users’ social credit/trust
is a very important issue for recommendation algorithms
and it can significantly enhance the recommendation ac-
curacy. Analyzing the social trust in the evolution will im-
prove the quality of the recommendation system [27,28].
Thus, studying the recommendation algorithms with the
co-evolution of users’ social network and user-item bipar-
tite network would be of great interest for both physicists
and computer scientists [29–32].
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